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Abstract: In this paper, electron transport of pure and DMC doped polyfluorne (PF) films have been studied at various doping 
concentrations. Pure films show space charge limited conduction with field and temperature dependent mobility. The J– V 
characteristics of doped PF were ohmic at low voltages due to thermally released carriers from dopant states. At higher voltages 
the current density increases nonlinearly due to field dependent mobility and carrier concentration thereby lling of tail states of 
HOMO of the host. The conductivity of doped fims were analyzed using the Unified Gaussian Disorder Model (UGDM). The 
carrier concentration obtained from the fitting show a non-linear dependence on doping concentration which may be due to a 
combined effect of thermally activated carrier generation and increased carrier mobility.

INTRODUCTION

Polyfluorenes (PFs) are competent materials as blue emitter for white light-emitting PLEDs due to their wide band 
gap and high photoluminescence efficiency [1]. Hence, for the modeling of PLEDs it is necessary to achieve 
balanced electron and hole transport in such class of materials. Electron transport in PFO were studied by using time 
of flight technique and nondispersive electron transport was found in well purified films [2].However, the electron 
transport becomes highly dispersive by the exposure of films to ambient atmosphere. Electron transports in organic 
materials are generally found to be affected by trap states. In this work, trap free SCLC has been achieved in PFO 
for the electron transport by using Al by doping decamethylcarbonate (DMC) as n-type dopant.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Electron only samples of PFO films were prepared in the configuration ITO/PFO: DMC(x wt %)/Au. ITO sputtered 
on glass substrates were purchased from Vin Karola, USA. The substrates were patterned and subsequently cleaned 
ultrasonically and treated with oxygen plasma were used as substrates. Further polymer (10mg/ml) dissolved in 
toluene was deposited onto the precleaned ITO substrates and annealed at 120 °C. Thereafter Gold was thermally 
vacuum evaporated onto the polymer coated substrates. Electrical measurements were done using Keithley 2610 
source measure unit interfaced with computer.

RESULT & DISCUSSION

To see the effect of doping on the electrical properties of PFO, single layer device of configuration ITO/PFO: 
DMC(x %) /Al were fabricated. We used to choose the same concentrations of DMC for the electrical studies as we 
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used for the optical studies. Fig. 1 shows the J–V characteristics of single layer bipolar devices of doped PFO films. 
It can be seen from the figure that the current density has increased significantly by the doping of DMC in PFO. 
Current density was found to vary linearly with voltage in the low voltage range (V < 1 V). This indicates towards 
an ohmic type conduction mechanism. This mechanism may be attributed to the formation of polaron between PFO 
and DMC. The conductivity for all the doped devices has been calculated from the ohmic region of Fig 1 and is 
shown in Fig. 2 as a function of doping concentration.  It was recently reported by several authors that the 
conductivity in doped organic semiconductors is only increased by filling of trap stated followed by free charge 
carriers [3].  But in our case we have used such system in which LUMO of the polymer (2.7 eV) is just above to the 
HOMO of the dopant (3.3 eV). This favors a direct electron transfer from dopant to polymer. The charge transfer 
from dopant to polymer is confirmed from energy level diagram of DMC doped PFO , shown in fig 3. Hence, we 
have concluded that the increases in

FIGURE1. Current density –voltage characteristics of pristine and DMC doped PFO based electron only devices

FIGURE 2. Calculated conductivity as a function of doping concentrations
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